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Abstract

The rise of timing-critical applications such as virtual reality and connected car fleets, combined with the rapid growth of the number of user devices, creates new challenges for the latency and reliability of user-cloud data communications. Currently user-cloud communications rely on time-scheduled data frames through tree-topology fibre networks, incapable of assuring guaranteed connections with low or stable latency, which is necessary for, e.g., remote surgeries and safe operations of self-driven cars. Besides, their scalability to a larger user count is limited. Here we show that clock and optical frequency synchronisation, enabled by burgeoning frequency comb and signal processing techniques, can provide each user with dedicated optical bandwidth to enable scalable user-cloud communications that guarantees simultaneously high per-use data rate and low latency. Our approach provides accurate clock and optical frequency synchronisation over deployed optical fibre links, which will be beneficial for many applications including accurate navigation, quantum communications, and astronomy.

1 Introduction

Two decades of vigorous growth of cloud services have made them an indispensable part of our everyday lives. It is expected that emerging applications such as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and intelligent autonomous vehicles will continue to drive the exponential growth of global data traffic into the next decade [1]. These trends have been captured by several analyses indicating that the optical broadband traffic will octuple or even decuple in a decade [2, 3] and therefore the user bandwidth must scale accordingly to keep up with the demand [4]. These predictions have motivated the active development of electronic and opto-electronic components to 100 GHz bandwidths and beyond [5–12]. These estimates contribute to the conventional wisdom [13, 14] that as demand for broadband traffic rises rapidly, so too must the end-user bandwidth. Nevertheless, though these extrapolations based on traffic growth are true for long-haul and point-to-point systems, this conventional wisdom will not apply to future user-cloud access networks due to the strong countervailing trends of the growth in the number of user devices (e.g., virtual reality headsets, traffic sensors) and their demand for guaranteed connections as well as low and stable latency to edge data centres [15–18].

Here, we integrate recently-published data for VR/AR and intelligent vehicles (see figure 1), showing a radical growth in their numbers within the next decade. This data, together with the stringent requirement of low and stable latency [19], which will need to be guaranteed to, e.g. ensure traffic safety, rather than provide at the ‘best effort’ bases as today, when an average or mean latency is often used as a metric [13, 20]. All these aspects represent the following new technical requirements of future user-cloud communication infrastructures:
• They should provide low and stable latency connection in conjunction with the ability to scale across a large number of users, each with a few Gbit/s-level data rate \[21, 22, 23\] (data summarised in details in Table 1).

• They should provide a highly accurate synchronised clock to enable sub-nanosecond time synchronisation. For example, VR and self-driving car fleets require low-cost and highly scalable time synchronisation infrastructure to enable sub-meter scale positioning of devices \[24\]. Although sub-nanosecond time synchronisation is achievable using GPS, it is costly and relies on line-of-sight to the sky, which is difficult or impossible underground, within buildings or in urban canyons \[25\], and may be inhibited by atmospheric ash during volcanic eruptions or wartime \[26\]. Therefore, sub-nanosecond time synchronisation through the already deployed optical fibre access networks is highly desired.

• They should enable reconfigurability for various on-demand services with flexible modulation formats or bandwidths to support widely varying applications \[23, 27\]. For example, co-operative concerts through the internet only require a moderate data rate but have a stringent requirement of low and stable latency. Low order formats such as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) should be used to provide low bit error rate (BER) and forward error correction (FEC) free signalling to minimize latency and power consumption \[16\]. Remote education and remote work, however, require a high data rate to transmit high resolution video with a relaxed tolerance to latency. Thus, high order formats such as 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) could be used \[28\].

• They should also be compatible with legacy infrastructures such as existing mobile fronthaul and passive optical networks for low-cost deployment \[29\].

Current user-cloud data transmission relies on time division multiplexing (TDM) approaches through passive optical networks (for households and buildings) \[30, 31\] or radio access networks (to base stations and radio units) \[32\] to provide user-cloud data communications, with both employing tree-topology passive-split fibre links for cost-efficient deployment. Although the cloud-to-user data transmission, known as downstream, can be easily achieved using broadcasting and media access control (MAC) layer protocols \[33\], the user-to-cloud (upstream) transmission presents a major challenge due to the random and bursty nature of data generated from the users. To avoid contention when multiple users send data simultaneously, time scheduling and buffering of data frames with a large gap in between is required for user registration and dynamic bandwidth allocation (minimum 250 µs due to protocols involving several two-way handshakes \[34\]), leading to an unavoidably large and unpredictable latency \[17\]. This not only negatively impacts user experience, but also presents potential high risks for user safety in applications such as remote surgery and autonomous vehicles, leading to a recent debate for legislation to provide guaranteed connection for autonomous car fleets \[20\].

An alternative to the currently-used TDM approach is wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) \[35, 36\], which offers dedicated bandwidth to each user and therefore promises guaranteed, low and stable latency user-to-cloud communications. The drawbacks that have prevented this technology from being implemented more widely is the high cost, as it requires WDM components for every remote node and user. Combined WDM-TDM approaches \[37\] support more users with a lower cost than a WDM-only solution, but the use of TDM still leads to contention and queuing that precludes low and stable latency \[38\]. Recently, electronic sub-carrier multiplexing (SCM) techniques using coherent transceivers have emerged to overcome these challenges and provide software-defined, bandwidth-flexible cloud-user connections \[20, 39\]. However, this requires expensive broadband (>50GHz \[29\]) digital optical coherent transceivers with power-hungry application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for every user. This high power consumption and cost runs counter to the need for low cost and low power digital infrastructure \[40\].

Finally, current access networks cannot provide scalable and low-cost time synchronisation with sub-nanosecond accuracy. The low-cost time synchronisation protocols, such as the precision time protocol (PTP), only achieve microsecond accuracies due to clock frequency deviation between device clocks \[41\]. A possible solution would be to implement rubidium atomic clocks, but equipping each user with such high-cost and high-power-consumption device would be impractical. A more viable solution is therefore user device clock synchronisation at ns-level. However, current approaches such as Synchronous Ethernet \[42\] have up to 20ns time error and are not highly scalable \[43\]. A highly-scalable and low cost technique to clock synchronise end-user devices with sub-nanosecond accuracy is currently lacking.

Here, we overcome all the aforementioned challenges using a closely-spaced frequency division multiplexing (FDM) method to provide dedicated bandwidth for every user, enabling contention-free, clock-synchronised user-cloud upstream communication. Although this represents an WDM-only approach, it
does not require expensive WDM components at the remote node and user side, addressing the main drawback of WDM, i.e. the cost. We achieved this by disseminating a frequency comb to all users, which permits clock synchronisation and optical carrier frequency synchronisation using low-speed frequency locking, facilitating upstream FDM transmission over existing colourless passive power splitting fibre networks. It does not require any modification of deployed fibre infrastructure (i.e. our FDM approach uses conventional deployed TDM networks) and is made practical by the maturation of technologies including frequency comb generation [44, 45], low-cost narrow linewidth lasers [46, 47], laser frequency control [48, 49] and digital optical coherent receiver techniques [50].

This approach grants all users dedicated optical bandwidth for upstream data transmission without the need for time scheduling or data buffering, ensuring highly-reliable constant user-connections with low and stable latency. Our optical clock dissemination approach permits synchronised clocks for all users, providing low-jitter, highly-scalable clock synchronisation essential for sub-nanosecond timing synchronisation using PTP or SynchE [41, 42]. Further, the user transceivers only require low speed electronic and opto-electronic components (1.25 GHz in our demonstration) to transmit signals at baseband. This significantly saves the cost and power consumption of the transceivers compared to the current TDM approach, which requires each user to operate a full rate. For example, in 50 Gb/s TDM system [34, 51], each user requires a 25 GBd transceiver whilst the average per-user data rate is less than 800 Mb/s (assuming 64 users).

In this article, we demonstrate frequency comb generation with more than five hundred 2.5-GHz-spaced tones with less than 10 dB power variation, providing clock synchronisation to user transceivers with a <4 ps root-mean-square (rms) timing jitter (integrated over 1 kHz to 10 MHz) and a <10-kHz linewidth optical carrier. Using a low-cost frequency stabilisation method, we demonstrate FDM of 64 user signals with different modulation formats, promising up to 320 users with all five demonstrated WDM bands. Up to 4.3 Gb/s per-user data rate and a total capacity of 240 Gb/s is achieved in a single 200-GHz WDM band, providing sufficient per-user data rate for time-critical applications. The radical new approach presented here promises a viable route to a scalable, future-proof, low-power and low-latency user-cloud access technology for future time-critical applications.

2 Results

2.1 Clock and frequency referenced system architecture

At the core of our system is an optical frequency comb placed at the edge cloud, which is distributed to users/customers to provide them with both a clock and optical carrier frequency reference (figure 2a). The optical frequency comb is seeded by a narrow linewidth laser to produce a low noise optical frequency reference and the tone spacing is locked to a reference clock to enable clock distribution. The large number of optical frequency comb tones enables FDM for a large number of users (e.g. up to 320 users in this demonstration). The comb tones within the same WDM channel (e.g. 100-200 GHz bandwidth stated in the ITU-T standard) are routed to users in the same region (figure 2e), who are connected to the same passively split remote node. Each user uses a low-speed photodiode to detect the 2.5-GHz beat note that provides signal for their clock, which is detailed in the following section. Further, the users lock their transmitters to the assigned comb tones (one comb tone per user) and transmit their upstream signals within the designated optical bandwidth. This permits each user to have a dedicated optical bandwidth and synchronised clock for upstream transmission. Figure 2b shows the downstream comb after WDM demultiplexing and routing of each WDM channel to a group of users and figure 2c represents the aggregated upstream FDM signals from users using the same WDM channel.

The aggregated signals are detected and demodulated by a single broadband (160 GHz) optical coherent receiver at the edge data centre. Since the users signals are transmitted and detected within the designated optical bandwidth, the modulation formats and signal bandwidth can be flexibly adjusted to suit different traffic types without affecting other users. In our demonstration, we use low speed (4.9 GSa/s) and high-resolution (10 bit effective number of bits) digital-to-analog converters (DACs) to generate sub-carrier modulation (SCM) signals of different modulation formats. The electroabsorption modulators (EAMs) used have more than 5 GHz opto-electronic bandwidth, permitting adjustable bandwidth to suit different users’ demand. Two example user cases are shown in figure 2d.
2.2 Comb generator and clock phase noise

Our optical frequency comb generator and the experimental setup for clock and carrier distribution are shown in figure [3]. The optical frequency comb generator comprises a 10-kHz linewidth seed laser followed by two comb generation stages. The first stage consists of an intensity modulator (IM) and two phase modulators (PM) connected in tandem, all driven with in-phase 25-GHz RF signals to yield a 1.25-THz bandwidth frequency comb with 5 dB spectral flatness (see figure [3]). The second comb generator stage uses two cascaded IM and PMs, both driven with 2.5 GHz RF signals to convert each of the 25-GHz spaced comb tones into a 2.5-GHz-spacing frequency comb with a spectral flatness of 6 dB. By locking the 25 GHz electronic phase lock loop 1 (PLL1) with the 2.5 GHz PLL2 to the same 10-MHz clock source, the 2.5-GHz comb signals generated from each 25-GHz-spacing tones are frequency and phase locked, yielding a 1.25 THz bandwidth, 2.5-GHz-spacing comb signals with a spectral flatness better than 10 dB (figure [3]). The comb tones are subsequently amplified to 18 dBm using an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) before being WDM de-multiplexed into five 200-GHz WDM grid wavelength channels, each outputting 5 dBm optical power and containing approximately 70 tones (figure [3]). The WDM demultiplexed comb tones are launched into 22 km of standard single mode fiber (SSMF), which emulates the feeder fibre in the optical access links.

The distributed clock is recovered by each user by detecting the comb beat using a 3 GHz bandwidth photodiode followed by 40 dB RF amplification. The detected 2.5 GHz clock signal shows a clean spectrum (figure [3]) and is subsequently divided to 50 MHz (inset in figure [3]) to serve as the reference clock for the user transceivers. We characterised the power budget for the distributed clock by attenuating the de-multiplexed comb signals using a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and calculating the rms timing jitter by integrating the measured phase noise from 1 kHz to 10 MHz. Using channel 4 (shown in orange in figure [3], 193.4-193.6 THz) as an example, the rms jitter remained below 4ps with the optical power between -3 dBm and -18 dBm. The abrupt increase of jitter when power drops to -17 dBm was due to the failure of the frequency locking of the divider. The increased jitter with high optical power is due to the saturation of the RF amplifiers. These results indicate more than 23 dB power budget available for clock dissemination, permitting a remote node split ratio of more than 64. Subsequently, we measured the phase noise and the integrated jitter of the distributed clock for all WDM channels at a received optical power of -13 dBm. As shown in figure [3], all WDM channels show sub-2-ps timing jitter, promising similar system performance over the whole wavelength region.

2.3 FDM data aggregation

To demonstrate the clock-synchronised FDM transmission, we carried out a series of experiments using a proof-of-concept system shown in figure [4]. Our system contains three live user transceivers whose lasers are frequency-locked to three neighbouring comb tones, resulting in three 2.5-GHz-spaced FDM signals after being combined by a coupler at the remote node (see figure [4] for spectrum). The user transceivers are synchronised to the optically distributed clock, eliminating any need for clock recovery at the receiver side. We use the same type of single-wavelength lasers (about 150 kHz linewidth [46]) for all transceivers. The continuous wave (CW) signals from the lasers are split by a 50:50 coupler for frequency locking and upstream data transmission. To demonstrate the simultaneous detection of all FDM signals within the same wavelength channel, we generate dummy signals by modulating tapped comb signals after 80-km decorrelation fibre and notch-filtering, shown in green in figure [4]. The aggregated upstream signals transmit back to the edge cloud side and are detected by a pre-amplified coherent receiver with 160-GHz optical bandwidth, centred at 193.407 THz (1550.08 nm). The coherent receiver uses the seed laser wavelength filtered from the 1st stage output as the local oscillator (LO). This not only provides the coherent receiver with a narrow linewidth LO, but also promises a deterministic frequency offset for user upstream signals, eliminating the carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation in the receiver digital signal processing (DSP). We subsequently measure the bit-error-ratio (BER) performance of the upstream SCM quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signals. Different orders of QAM signals (4/8/16 QAM) with a root-raise-cosine pulse shape (roll-off-factor of 0.01) are generated using the user transceivers’ digital-to-analog converters (DACs).

To demonstrate ability of each user to lock to any comb tone within the WDM channel necessary for flexible FDM channel allocation, we tune the live users across 160-GHz frequency region (see methods for details), with them always lock to neighbouring comb tones and are combined with dummy signals to populate the 160 GHz bandwidth. Figure [4] shows the measured receiver sensitivities using live user 1 as an example. At the soft-decision forward error code (SD-FEC) bit error rate (BER) threshold of 2e-2 (15.3% overhead [52]), the required lowest power values are approximately -47, -40 and -35 dBm,
respectively, for 4/8/16 QAM formats.

Since the user transceivers output about -4 dBm, these results indicate a power budget of 43, 36 and 31 dB for an upstream per-use data rate of 2.14, 3.22 and 4.3 Gbit/s using 4/8/16 QAM signals, respectively. The relatively low output power was due to the high coupling loss of the used electroabsorption modulator (EAM) in this experiment (about 10 dB). A potential 4-6 dB improvement of power budget can be expected by using low-loss modulators such as the integrated EAM [53] or Mach-Zender modulator (MZM) [6, 7].

Considering a fully populated wavelength channel, the estimated aggregated data rates are about 133, 190 and 240 Gb/s, using 4/8/16 QAM formats, respectively. The reduced power sensitivities at the edge of the optical bandwidth are primarily due to the frequency roll-off of the balanced photodiodes in the coherent receiver. Further, we study the frequency stability of the upstream user lasers. The minimum required power per tone for the frequency lock loop (FLL) is -44 dBm. At -35 dBm power, the maximum frequency deviation is less than 1.5 MHz over 24 hours (figure 4f). The stable frequency indicates that the system only requires a small guard band between neighbouring channels for high spectral efficiency.

3 Discussion

We analysed the data from recently emerging sources and showed that the challenges for future digital infrastructure is how to provide guaranteed connection with low and stable latency for time-critical applications. Our technological novelties to address these challenges include: 1) generation of a 2.5-GHz-space frequency comb using a two-stage configuration which yields a low noise, flat frequency comb with more than 500 tones to act as clock and optical frequency references; 2) dissemination of the frequency comb to users through passive fibre networks, by which we achieved clock and optical frequency synchronization for all users, allowing for dedicated bandwidth for each user using low-cost and low power consumption electronics; 3) demonstration of a proof-of-concept FDM system servicing up to 64 users with an aggregate bandwidth of 160 GHz, showing up to 4.3 Gb/s per user data rate (240Gb/s per WDM channel) with a high receiver sensitivity of -35 dBm.

Although our demonstration uses 200-GHz wavelength demultiplexers for each WDM channel, smaller WDM channel bandwidth (e.g. 100-160 GHz) could be used to fully utilize the available optical spectrum without any gap between neighboring WDM channels. This would straightforwardly increase the number of users to 500 by using multiple coherent receivers to detect signals from all the WDM channels. The number of users could be further increased to more than 1000 by using more wavelength channels within the low loss telecom C band, e.g. 1540-1562nm. Wide-bandwidth flat spectra combs have been demonstrated in this wavelength region using cascaded opto-electro modulators [44], optical parametric mixing [45] or a combination of both techniques [54]. Although the demonstrated frequency combs have >25 GHz tone spacing, they can be easily engineered to smaller spacing using a second stage as we have demonstrated. Importantly, erbium-doped fibre amplifiers (EDFAs) with high and flat gain over 1535-1565 nm wavelength region are readily available to ensure sufficient power budget for the clock and optical frequency synchronisation.

In addition to providing guaranteed bandwidth, our approach also significantly reduces the RF bandwidth of user transceivers by a factor of N (where N is the number of users connect to the same remote node) compared to the conventional TDM approach. This allows for a significant reduction in power consumption and packaging costs as well as enhanced jitter tolerance and fundamentally higher receiver sensitivities due to the reduced baud rate. The reduced user transceiver bandwidth also permits using high resolution DAC that cannot be achieved in high baud rate signaling [55], enabling high-performance constellations or probabilistic-shaping DSP to improve dynamic range and receiver sensitivity [56]. Besides offering flexible modulation formats, the bandwidth of each user can be further split to multiple sub-bands using digital subcarrier modulation methods for optical-wireless users [57]. The enhanced performance and flexibility offered in this new system architecture opens up new opportunities in software defined networks that enable a simpler and more efficient network resource allocation [58].

As opposed to OPLL used in analog coherent communications and metrology where high bandwidth OPLLs are required to lock the optical phase [49, 59], our approach only requires stabilizing the user transceivers’ frequency within a few MHz of the designated comb tone. Thus, it requires only slow and low-cost feedback control. In this proof-of-concept work, the users’ CW lasers are tuned to lock to different tones using thermoelectric coolers (TECs). In practice, the user transceivers should automatically lock to the assigned FDM channels. This could be realised using network protocols or physical layer mechanisms.

Conventional wisdom in optical access networks is that tunable lasers and laser control are too costly to implement. Whilst this is true for cost-sensitive optical access systems, the new approach we show
here offers new features to ensure guaranteed bandwidth, low and stable latency, and enhanced power budget (due to low baud rate). The significant progress in laser material and control electronics in the past decade opens up new possibilities to stabilise laser frequency in temperature varying environments [60, 61]. By using the same type of laser for all users, the cost could be brought down significantly with mass production. The frequency comb, user transceivers and coherent receivers can be integrated on readily available InP photonic integration circuit (PIC) platforms [62] and the emerging heterogeneous integration platforms such as III-VI on silicon [63, 64] and thin-film LiNbO$_3$ [65, 66], promising low-cost and low power consumption devices and subsystems.

The impact of the work presented here can be far beyond cloud-user telecommunications. For example, the narrow linewidth laser and the reference clock that seed the comb generator can be synchronised to light sources and clocks in other data centres [59], enabling global carrier frequency and clock synchronisation over telecommunication networks for applications such as metrology, passive radar, radio astronomy as well as navigation [67]. The large coverage through telecommunication networks would provide an alternative to the satellite based clock dissemination systems (e.g. GPS) for emergency responses and recovery. Furthermore, clock and frequency synchronised transmission are desired in many applications including quantum links, telescope and micrometer/millimeter wave generation [68].

4 Methods

4.1 Comb generation and control

We use a RIO ORION laser emitting 13 dBm at 1550.08 nm as the seed source. The CW light is amplified to 33 dBm before being modulated by two PMs and an IM driven with 25-GHz RF signals generated from a low noise RF synthesizer (Rohde & Schwarz SMA100 B). The RF signals that drive the PMs are amplified to 33 dBm, yielding a 25-GHz-spacing comb signal with 1.25 THz bandwidth (50 tones). The output of the 1st stage comb generator is split to two branches. The upper branch is filtered and amplified as the LO of the coherent receiver, while the lower branch seeds the 2nd stage comb generator that consists of a PM and an IM. The PM in the 2nd stage is driven with a 2.5 GHz RF signal with 30 dBm power. Both the 25 GHz and the 2.5 GHz RF signals are phase locked to the same 10 MHz reference clock. The generated 2.5-GHz-spacing comb signals has -10 dBm optical power and is subsequently amplified to 18 dBm using an EDFA.

4.2 End-user transceivers

We implemented three live user transceivers using the same model of single-wavelength low-cost lasers outputting 8 dBm CW signal with about 150 kHz linewidth [46]. The CW light was split by a 50:50 coupler and mixed with the downstream frequency comb to generate a beat note corresponding to the frequency difference between the CW and the selected reference tone for feedback current control, using a proportional integral (PI) controller. The frequency discriminator is based on analog electronic phase lock loop with 6 MHz locking range. A polarisation controller was used to align the lasers’ output to the selected comb tone. This, however, can be eliminated by converting the linear polarisation of the CW to circular polarisation using a quarter wave plate or integrated polarisation converters [69].

The electroabsorption modulators (EAMs) have 10 dB insertion loss and an extinction ratio of more than 10 dB. They are driven with 1.072 Gb/s subcarrier (SCM) QAM signals, generated using 4.9 GSa/s digital-to-analog converters (DACs). The digital SCM-QAM signals were generated offline using a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) of $2^{15}$ length, mapped to QAM symbols, shaped by a root-raise-cosine filter with a 0.01 roll-off factor, and upconverted to a carrier frequency of 0.635 GHz to generate real-value SCM-QAM signals. This allows for a 0.1 GHz gap between DC and the SCM signals in the generated large-carrier double-side band signal (LC-DSB). The frequency and phase noise can be directly estimated from the carrier [70, 71] in the receiver DSP, precluding complex carrier frequency offset (CFO) and carrier phase estimation (CPE) algorithms.

The dummy channels were generated by modulating tapped reference comb signals after transmit through 80 km SSMF for decorrelation. The decorrelated comb passes through a tunable notch filter (30 GHz bandwidth) before combining with the live signals to form the 160 GHz bandwidth upstream signals. The dummy channels are modulated by an MZM driven with 1.072 Gb/s intensity-modulated SCM-4QAM signals with a carrier-to-signal-power ratio of about 14 dB, which is similar to that of the live signals. The frequency stability is measured by calculating the spectra of the beat note waveforms.
4.3 Coherent receiver and digital signal processing

The upstream signals are pre-amplified using an EDFA (5 dB noise figure), filtered and detected by a 70 GHz bandwidth dual-polarization coherent receiver. The waveforms were subsequently captured by a 100-GHz-bandwidth 256-GSa/s real-time oscilloscope before performing offline DSP, in which the three user channels were demodulated. The coherent receiver is referenced to the same 10-MHz clock source. Thus, no clock recovery is needed in the DSP. In addition, no dispersion compensation was required due to the low baud rate per user. Since the frequency offset between the user channel and the LO is known, the received live user signals are down converted to base band without needing CFO estimation. The down converted user signals are match filtered and equalized by a pre-trained Volterra filter [72]. BER results for the live user signals are measured using 400000 bits. The sensitivities for SD-FEC threshold are estimated from the BER curves using linear interpolation (supplementary figure S1). The DSP function blocks are detailed in supplementary section IV.

4.4 BER and sensitivity characterization

The sensitivities in shown in figure 4d are calculated from the BER measurement for the live user 1. The BER values are measured by varying the optical power into EDFA3 using a variable optical attenuator (VOA), as shown in figure 3a. The power per user channel was measured using an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) of 0.01nm resolution. The each BER value is calculated using a PRBS of $2^{15}$ length. The detailed BER results for all live users can be found in the Supplementary section I. The aggregated capacity is calculated by multiplying end user data rate with number of channels achieving sub SD-FEC BER. With 4/8/16QAM, 62, 59 and 56 channels can achieve sub SD-FEC BER. The performance of wavelength channels located at optical bandwidth edge is limited by high frequency roll-off of coherent receiver. With wide-bandwidth coherent receivers, the aggregated data rate could be further improved to 275 Gb/s using SCM-16QAM for all 64 users.
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### Table 1: Future data rate and latency requirement of AR/VR devices and connected car fleet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Reality (VR)</th>
<th>Connected Car Fleet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full View</strong></td>
<td><strong>Field of View</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate</td>
<td>Data Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1.6 Gbps</td>
<td>&gt;870 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>Latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2 ms</td>
<td>&lt;2 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the estimates for VR targets the highest user experience with 24K resolution and a frame rate of 120 [17]. Note that different VR devices and user experience standard are estimated to co-exist in future deployment. Thus, the user transceivers must be flexible to support different data rate and formats. The estimates for the connected car fleet is obtained by considering ‘AI drivers’ user cases, where the car fleets exchange information including raw sensor data, vehicles’ intention and coordination, enabling cooperative perception for AI drivers [22, 21]. In contrast to conventional applications that predominantly requires high bit rate for data transmission (e.g. video streaming), the above time-critical applications require bounded low latency in conjunction with the ability to scale across a large number of consumer devices.
Figure 1: Trends in global increase of (a) VR/AR devices and (b) connected car fleet. a, estimated the number of consumer human machine interface devices dedicated to virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) in major areas including United States, Europe, China and Japan. The estimation suggests a booming of the AR/VR applications with an average annual growth rate (AAGR) of about 28% from 2021 to 2025, followed by a continuously strong AAGR of about 14% from 2025 to 2030. The VR/AR devices support time-critical applications such as remote surgery, immersive education, teleconference, online gaming and industrial designs. b, Estimations summarised collected by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and Strategy& showing an increase of the connected cars in operation to 403 million by 2025, featuring an average annual growth rate (AAGR) of 14% from 2021 to 2025, followed by an AAGR of 10%, reaching 645 million by 2030. These estimates account for the largest geographical countries for connected cars of the United States, Europe, China and Japan.

Figure 2: Concept of clock and optical frequency synchronised frequency division multiplexing (FDM) upstream for time-critical applications. a, a wide-bandwidth closely-spaced frequency comb generated at the edge cloud, referenced to a source clock within an edge data centre; b, filtered frequency comb sent from an edge cloud or optical line terminal (OLT) to users; c, upstream FDM signals, each user wavelength locked to a selected tone in the distributed frequency comb, forming a wide bandwidth optical signal which is detected by a single coherent receiver; d, different wavelength division multiplexing band (e.g. 100-200GHz bandwidth) covers different passive split fibre networks. The blue, green and red colour indicate different WDM bands; e, exemplary time-critical applications including cooperative traffic system and virtual reality (VR).
Figure 3: The clock and carrier frequency distribution. a, A continuous wave (CW) laser seeds two stages of comb generator, yielding 1.25-THz bandwidth 2.5-GHz-spacing comb signals with 10-dB flatness. The comb signals are sent to the end-users for clock and carrier frequency synchronisation; b, spectrum of the 25-GHz-spacing comb signals output from the 1st stage, c, spectrum of the generated comb signal output from the 2nd stage; d, demultiplexed comb signals using a 200-GHz WDM each containing 64 2.5-GHz tones with about 10 dB spectral flatness; e, RF spectrum of the detected 2.5-GHz clock signal using channel 4 as example (ITU ch35, 193.4-193.6 THz); f, jitter of the 50-MHz reference clock for end-user transceivers at different received optical power. The increased jitter value from -5 to 0 dBm is due to the saturation of electronic amplifier, the decreased jitter value from -5 to -16 dBm is due to the reduced power; g, measured phase noise of the distributed reference clock signals to different WDM channels, showing a maximum root-mean-square (rms) jitter of <4 ps, integrated over 1 kHz - 10 MHz.
Figure 4: Proof-of-concept experiment for the clock and frequency referenced frequency division multiplexing (FDM) upstream data aggregation for time-critical applications. a, the system diagram of our proof-of-concept experiments with three live end-users combined with dummy signals to form 160 GHz optical bandwidth signals. The optically distributed clock is sent to all live end-user transceivers as the clock reference, based on which three sets of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and 4.9 Gs/s digital to analog converters (DACs) generate SCM-QAM signals and drive the corresponding intensity modulators (IMs) to generate upstream signals. The user lasers generate continuous wave (CW) signals with about 150 kHz linewidth and are frequency-locked to neighbouring comb tones using a frequency lock loop (FLL) containing a frequency detector and a proportional integral (PI) controller, with about 10 kHz loop bandwidth. Thermal-electro controller (TEC) provides feedback for long-term stability and coarse frequency tuning. Two couplers and a 10-dB attenuator are used to emulate 1:64 remote node splitting, resulting in a total link loss of about 28 dB (inc. 22 km SSMF loss, WDM loss, and the remote node splitting loss); b, optical spectrum (20 MHz resolution) of combined upstream signals; c, optical spectrum (20 MHz resolution) of the upstream signals received: red (user1), orange (user1) and blue (user1). Green indicates the modulated dummy channels; d, measured power sensitivity (power per user signal into EDFA3) for different modulation formats at the soft-decision forward error correction code (SD-FEC) threshold of 2e-2 (15.3% overhead [SD-FEC paper]): cross markers (4QAM), open markers (8QAM), close markers (16QAM); e, measured constellation diagrams of user1; f, measured frequency deviation over 24 hours using user 1 locked at 193.407 THz.
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